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Digital methods and the future of 

communication and media research



1. Using ‘the methods of the 
medium’ (Rogers, 2013; 
2017) to study the internet’s 
role in culture and society 

2. Digital methods have co-
evolved with digital media 

3. From HTML pages to apps, 
platforms, and algorithms 

Digital methods
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2000s-2010s:‘big social data’ research
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1. Free, open APIs enable third-party developers to innovate and 
extend upon platforms 

2. Data access for researchers was a side effect of the ‘open innovation’ 
paradigm

3. ‘Big social data’ research as a troubled ‘trading zone’ (Rieder & Röhle
2012) across and within HASS and STEM disciplines

4. Media and communication research focused on mapping public 
communication – structures, dynamics, themes and dynamics

5. Intense period of skills development, new data and statistical literacy 
in the discipline



QUT Digital Observatory

Building on TrISMA ARC LIEF (QUT + 6 other universities)

• 3.7 million Australian Twitter accounts, 2.4+ billion tweets 

captured to date

• 1+ million new tweets per day, from 140,000 daily active 

users

• Comprehensive map of follower/followee network 

structure 

• Trends over time
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2018: the API 
Apocalypse



1. The rise of retail social data markets from 2010 →
restriction of API data access

2. Cambridge Analytica, stricter data and privacy regulation 
(GDPR), the ‘techlash’ 

3. Platform enclosure: Tighter in-house control of research, 
app development, and data exploitation → loss of public 
oversight.

4. Ethics frameworks conversation maturing across 
disciplines

5. Increased institutional awareness of and avoidance of 
risk

Crackdowns, lockdowns, and lockout
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But we have a lot to be getting on with!

• The ‘digital condition’ (Stadler, 2018) is one of ‘deep 
mediatization’ (Couldry & Hepp, 2017) and 
datafication of social and cultural life

• Coordinated via a small number of proprietary 
platforms, mostly owned by massive technology 
companies

• Data-driven, semi-automated decision making and 
behavioural manipulation is already everywhere 
(from politics and news to shopping and dating)

• What are we doing about this?
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1. API-compliant methods (esp. Twitter, YouTube), more 
attention to subcultural platforms (Reddit, Tumblr)

2. Return to ‘grey area’ practices like scraping and 
automated testing (bots) – do our institutions have the 
risk appetite for this?

3. Qualitative/hybrid digital methods e.g. app walkthrough, 
platform biography

4. Forensic and experimental methods e.g. algorithm 
audits, data donation projects (ala AlgorithmWatch)

The future of digital methods for media and 
communication
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Digital methods research training – DMRC 
Summer Schools (2015- )



Thank you!
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